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“The government may be administered with indiscretion … offices may be
bestowed exclusively upon those who have no other merit than that of carrying
votes at elections; the commerce of our country may be depressed by nonsensical
theories … but as long as we may have an independent judiciary, the great
interests of the people will be safe.”
Congressman John Rutledge, Jr., 1802

“… the greatest scourge an angry Heaven ever inflicted upon an ungrateful and
sinning people, was an ignorant, a corrupt, or a dependent judiciary.”
Chief Justice John Marshall, 1829
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The Death of Judicial Independence
Charles Benjamin Schudson

“Under some [state] constitutions the judges are elected and
subject to frequent reelection. I venture to predict that sooner or later
these innovations will have dire results and that one day it will be seen
that by dismantling the magistrates’ independence, not judicial power
only but the democratic republic itself has been attacked.”
Alexis de Tocqueville, 1835, Democracy in America
America’s judicial independence is dying, but not due to Donald Trump. Most court watchers
just don't get it. Focusing on the nominations of Gorsuch, Kavanaugh, Coney Barrett and other
federal judges these last few years, they have failed to see the much bigger picture – the
transformation of America’s state judges, who decide 98.6% of America’s cases.
Their independence is dying. The reasons are complicated but culminate in Republican Party of
Minn. v. White, the Supreme Court’s 2002 decision striking down the “announce clause” of the
Minnesota Code of Judicial Conduct. What’s an announce clause, what did the Supreme Court
decide, and why is its decision fatal to America’s judicial independence?
Like all states, Minnesota has an ethics code for its judges. While differing in details, many codes,
until 2002, prohibited judges and judicial candidates from “announcing” their positions on
legal/political issues during their campaigns – campaigns for election in thirty-nine states, and for
appointments in all fifty. Why did these codes bar such statements?
History explains. Declaring America’s independence in 1776, Jefferson wrote that revolution was
required, in part, because King George had “made Judges dependent on his Will alone” for “the
establishment of an absolute Tyranny.” Thus, explicitly, America declared independence to gain
judicial independence.
Judges, said Jefferson and the founding fathers, must be impartial, untethered from a king or
president or anyone who might try to control them. Judges also must preserve what ethics codes
call “the appearance of fairness.” They must not pre-judge. They must never declare preconceived opinions that could compromise or appear to compromise their judgments. Thus, until
hearing all parties in open court, judges must never “announce” their beliefs.

We judges complied. So, for example, seeking a gubernatorial appointment and later
campaigning for election, as both a trial and appellate judge, I could not offer my opinion on any
issue likely to come before me. If I did, I could be disciplined. Thus, although I campaigned at
churches, labor halls, county fairs, and even partisan meetings, I said nothing about abortion, gun
control, same-sex marriage, and other hot-button issues.
Voters understood. Civically schooled to expect judicial candidates to deflect political questions,
voters had come to trust that campaign silence helped prepare judges to base their decisions on
the merits, not campaign promises.
But things changed. A few judicial candidates balked. Driven by personal beliefs and political
ambitions, they campaigned on controversial issues; they offered opinions and forecast
decisions. Soon they found themselves in court, fighting disciplinary prosecutions.
One of them, a Minnesota attorney who had run for the state supreme court criticizing its
abortion rulings, tried to enjoin the ethics board from disciplining him for “announc[ing] his …
views on disputed legal or political issues.” The Minnesota Republican Party joined his cause;
together they argued that the ethics rule breached the First Amendment by denying the
candidate’s free speech and depriving voters of information they needed.
Five-four, the Supreme Court agreed. Therefore, since 2002, state judges and judicial candidates
have been free to declare their positions on any issue.
Although ethics codes never had guaranteed the integrity of every judge in every case, the
“announce” prohibitions had fortified fairness and the appearance of fairness. Now, however,
voters and interest groups may ask, “How would you rule …?” Now, judicial candidates –
calibrating opinion polls, endorsements and dollars – can answer.
Thus, state judicial elections have morphed from low-financed yawners to high-financed
screamers. In countless campaigns, false advertising is grotesque; pandering candidates win.
State judges always had touched almost every aspect of our lives – abortion to child custody to
commerce, medical malpractice to multi-million dollar disputes, drunk driving to homicide. Now,
more than ever, they are touched by political influence.
The Supreme Court’s 2002 decision wasn’t easy; the five-four split reflected the Court’s difficult
First Amendment dilemma. And no one suggests that the majority intended to destroy judicial
independence. But even in states where positive peer pressure and best practices support
judicial integrity, unprincipled candidates challenge incumbents whose constitutionally correct
rulings upset powerful donors.
In the federal courts, “Trump judges,” appointed for life, will evolve; eventually, most will find
their foundations in the Constitution, not the president. Federal judicial independence will

survive. But state judicial independence will not. It’s now on life support. Absent legislative
reform or Supreme Court reconsideration of its decision, state judicial independence will die.
Today, from China to Hungary to Russia to Venezuela, despots attack independent judiciaries. In
America, a president, apparently uninformed or uncaring about America’s revolutionary
commitment to judicial independence, condemns some federal judges, appoints others, and
distracts us from the withering independence of their state counterparts.
History is emphatic – without fiercely independent judges, nature is plundered; tribes are
marched away, peoples are enslaved, interned, exterminated. Democratic republics die.
In 1829, Chief Justice Marshall declared, “the greatest scourge an angry Heaven ever inflicted
upon an ungrateful and sinning people, was … a dependent judiciary.” In 2015, deciding whether
state judicial candidates could solicit campaign donations, Chief Justice John Roberts and Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg both declared, “Judges are not politicians.” If only that still were so.
___
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According to the National Center for State Courts, the latest data sources for state and federal caseloads show a
total combined caseload of 85,387,854. Of those, 1,187,854 cases were handled in federal court; the balance,
approximately 98.6%, in state courts.
NCSC Connected Community, December 6, 2018
Jesse Rutledge, Vice President, External Affairs; NCSC (757-259-1505)

Chief Justice John Marshall, “[T]he greatest scourge an angry Heaven ….”
Addressing Virginia’s constitutional convention in 1829, and opposing “a proposal that would have permitted
Virginia’s legislature … to repeal a law establishing the superior courts and to thus end the tenure of those holding
judicial office,” Marshall expressed his belief “in the absolute necessity of maintaining a judiciary not vulnerable to
inappropriate influences.”
California Chief Justice Ronald M. George, “John Marshall Award Acceptance Speech,” American Bar Association
John Marshall Award, San Francisco, August 22, 2017.

Chief Justice John Roberts and Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg, “Judges are not politicians.”
Roberts, Williams-Yulee v. Fla. Bar, 135 S.Ct. 1656, 1662 (2015).
Ginsburg, Williams-Yulee v. Fla. Bar, 135 S.Ct. 1656, 1673 (2015)(Ginsburg, J., concurring).
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A Wisconsin Reserve Judge Emeritus and law professor, Judge Schudson served as
a state and federal prosecutor, a trial and appellate judge, and Fulbright Scholar
teaching at law schools abroad. He understands judicial decision-making – good,
bad, and ugly. He exposes the personal, professional, and political pressures
threatening judicial integrity like never before.
With scholarship and impassioned accounts of compelling cases, he brings readers
behind the trial bench to see judges analyzing actual trials and sentencings. He
opens doors to appellate chambers to hear judges debating life and death,
multimillion-dollar damages, and priceless civil rights.
Independence Corrupted – for students and scholars, lawyers and judges, and all
citizens concerned about the survival of judicial independence.
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